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(57) ABSTRACT 
A custom decoding algorithm is introduced, in connection 
with a corresponding decoding structure, to resolve many 
complexity and large memory requirements of known decod 
ers. A system. A variable node forms a confidence vector of 
four components, one component for each state of a memory 
cell, and passes the current primary component (e.g., the 
largest) to one or more check nodes. The check nodes calcu 
late a temporary component and corresponding index based 
on all components received from the variable nodes, which 
they pass back to the respective variable nodes. The variable 
node updates the confidence vector based on the temporary 
nodes received from respective check nodes, and determines 
the correct state for corresponding memory cell based on 
which component in the confidence vector is currently the 
primary component. 
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REDUCED COMPLEXITY NON-BINARY 
LDPC DECODING ALGORTHM 

CROSS-REFERENCES TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 5 

This application claims priority from U.S. Provisional 
Application No. 61/597.690, filed Feb. 10, 2012, which is 
incorporated herein by reference in its entirety. 

10 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The Subject technology generally relates to error correction 
codes in flash memory devices. 

15 

BACKGROUND 

Decoder structures are often complex, computationally 
expensive and need large internal memory. Multi-level cell 
(MLC) flash memory cells increase the efficiency of flash 20 
memory devices by storing more bits in each cell. However, 
MLC technology affects the maximum usable endurance and 
retention of the flash memory. Therefore, design of efficient 
codes and decoders to achieve performance gain with rela 
tively low complexity is desirable to increase the lifetime 25 
and/or performance of MLC-based flash memory devices. 

SUMMARY 

A decoding algorithm is disclosed herein, in connection 30 
with a corresponding decoding structure, to resolve many of 
the structural complexities and large memory requirements of 
known decoders. According to one aspect, a machine-read 
able storage medium may have non-transitory instructions 
thereon that, when executed, perform a method of decoding a 35 
codeword. Accordingly, the method may comprise providing 
a confidence vector at each of a plurality of variable nodes, 
each confidence vector associated with a portion of the code 
word and comprising two or more vector components, at each 
variable node, selecting one of the vector components and 40 
passing the selected vector component to one or more of a 
plurality of check nodes, at each of the plurality of check 
nodes, calculating a return value for each variable node that 
passed a selected vector component to the check node, each 
respective return value calculated based on vector compo- 45 
nents received from variable nodes other than a variable node 
designated to receive the respective return value, receiving, at 
each variable node, a plurality of return values from the one or 
more check nodes, and updating, at each variable node, the 
confidence vector based the plurality of return values to indi- 50 
cate one or more values assigned to the portion of the code 
word. 

Passing the selected vector component to one or more of a 
plurality of check nodes may comprise passing an index of the 
selected vector component to the one or more check nodes. 55 
Moreover, at each check node, a return index may be calcu 
lated for the return value based on indices received from the 
variable nodes other than the variable node designated to 
receive the return value, and, for each check node, the return 
index may be returned with the return value to the designated 60 
variable node. Likewise, for each variable node, receiving the 
plurality of return values may comprise receiving a return 
index for each return value. In this regard, updating the con 
fidence vector may comprise adding each return value to the 
confidence vector at a corresponding return index. Addition- 65 
ally or in the alternative, the return index may be calculated by 
summing the indices received from the other variable nodes 

2 
using Galois field addition with a number of elements equal to 
the number of components in the confidence vector. 

In another aspect, a method may comprise receiving, at a 
first variable node, a confidence vector comprising a number 
of confidence vector components equal to a number of pos 
sible states of a memory cell, an index of a primary one of the 
confidence vector components being representative of a cur 
rent state of the memory cell, the memory cell configured to 
store one or more bits of a codeword, calculating a temporary 
vector component and corresponding component index for 
the first variable node based on other vector components and 
corresponding indices from one or more other variable nodes, 
updating the confidence vector based on the temporary vector 
component and corresponding component index and other 
vector components and corresponding indices, determining 
whether the index of the primary one of the confidence vector 
components has changed as a result of one or more of the 
calculating and updating steps, and, if the index has changed, 
changing the current state of the memory cell in accordance 
with the updated index. 

If a further aspect, a system may include a plurality of 
memory cells configured to store a codeword, each memory 
cell configured to store one or more symbols (e.g., one or 
more bits) of a codeword, and a decoder comprising decoding 
logic representative of a plurality of variable nodes operably 
connected to a plurality of check nodes in a graph configura 
tion, with each variable node associated with a corresponding 
memory cell. In this regard, the decoder may be configured to 
receive, at a first variable node, a confidence vector compris 
ing a number of vector components equal to a number of 
possible states of a respective memory cell, an initial index of 
a primary one of the vector components being representative 
of a current state of the respective memory cell, transmit, 
from the first variable node to a first check node, the index of 
the primary vector component and a first value for the primary 
vector component, receive, at the first check node, other vec 
tor component values and corresponding indices from one or 
more other variable nodes, calculate a first return value and 
corresponding return index for the first variable node based 
on the other vector component values and corresponding 
indices, return the first return value and corresponding return 
index to the first variable node, update the confidence vector 
based on the first return value and corresponding return index 
and other return values and corresponding other indices 
received from other check nodes, determine whether a com 
ponent at the initial index is a primary component, and, on 
determining that the component at the initial index is not a 
primary component, change the current state of the respective 
memory cell in accordance with a new index of the primary 
component. 

These and other aspects may provide one or more advan 
tages, including, but not limited to, providing an algorithm 
that does not need fast Fourier transform (FFT) computations, 
does not perform a search on candidate symbols (configura 
tion sets), avoids FFT and search among configuration sets, 
and may only require selecting a max/min and Summation/ 
Subtraction at each check/variable node. The messages 
passed between check nodes and variable nodes are not 
required to be full LLR vectors in methods discussed in 
existing literature. In the decoding algorithm of the Subject 
technology, each message is made up of one LLR value (e.g., 
10-12 bits) and one field element (e.g., n bits in n-bit low 
density parity check code (LDPC) codes). This reduces the 
required memory to store the messages between check and 
variable nodes to slightly more than one quarter of the 
memory required by other methods (e.g., in which message 
vectors for 2-bit LDPC have 4 dimensions, 12 bits each, and 
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in which 3-bit LDPC have 8 dimensions, about 12 bits each). 
Therefore, a significant saving on memory size for code of 
large blocks may be achieved. Simulation results have illus 
trated that, despite a significant complexity and memory 
reduction, performance loss with respect to FFT based meth 
ods is reasonable, and the algorithm of the Subject technology 
outperforms extended min-sum (EMS) algorithms and the 
equivalent binary LDPC codes. 

It is understood that other configurations of the subject 
technology will become readily apparent to those skilled in 
the art from the following detailed description, wherein vari 
ous configurations of the Subject technology are shown and 
described by way of illustration. As will be realized, the 
Subject technology is capable of other and different configu 
rations and its several details are capable of modification in 
various other respects, all without departing from the Scope of 
the Subject technology. Accordingly, the drawings and 
detailed description are to be regarded as illustrative in nature 
and not as restrictive. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

A detailed description will be made with reference to the 
accompanying drawings: 

FIG. 1 depicts a low density parity check code (LDPC) 
decoding system for decoding one or more bits of a codeword. 

FIG. 2 is a flowchart illustrating an example process for 
decoding a codeword. 

FIG.3 depicts an example check node calculation process 
based on a pair of input vectors received from a pair of 
variable nodes. 

FIG. 4 depicts an example check node calculation process 
for 36 input vector edges. 

FIG. 5 depicts example temporary vector calculations and 
Soft output for one or more check nodes. 

FIG. 6 depicts an example variable node calculation pro 
CCSS, 

FIG. 7 depicts example simulation results of 2-bit LDPC 
custom MSM decoding algorithm in comparison with FFT 
based algorithm. 

FIG. 8 depicts an example memory structure of a decoder. 
FIG. 9 depicts an example performance of a 2-bit LDPC 

custom MSM decoding algorithm with full/finite precision. 
FIG. 10 depicts an example layered scheduling flowchart. 
FIG. 11 depicts a chart demonstrating example perfor 

mance results with respect to a number of iterations for lay 
ered MSM in comparison with flooded MSM. 

FIGS. 12A and 12B depict example iteration histograms 
for flooded MSM and layered MSM when a maximum num 
ber of iterations is limited to 20 iterations. 

FIG. 13 is a block diagram illustrating components of a 
flash memory storage system, including a decoder. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

The detailed description set forth below is intended as a 
description of various configurations of the Subject technol 
ogy and is not intended to represent the only configurations in 
which the subject technology may be practiced. The 
appended drawings are incorporated herein and constitute a 
part of the detailed description. The detailed description 
includes specific details for the purpose of providing a thor 
ough understanding of the Subject technology. However, the 
Subject technology may be practiced without these specific 
details. In some instances, structures and components are 
shown in block diagram form in order to avoid obscuring the 
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4 
concepts of the Subject technology. Like components are 
labeled with identical element numbers for ease of under 
Standing. 
An extended min-Sum (EMS) algorithm may show a sig 

nificant performance loss for high code rates due, in part, to 
the need to over limit the configuration sets to make it imple 
mentable. Simulation results show EMS performance results 
are inferior to equivalent binary low density parity check code 
(LDPC) results for code rates as high as 0.8 to 0.9 and block 
lengths of 8 k-bits. On the other hand, methods based on Fast 
Fourier Transform (FFT) or Inverse FFT (IFFT) decoder 
structures are generally complicated to implement, often 
requiring FFT/IFFT pairs to be done at each iteration, and on 
all data vectors corresponding to every Tanner graph edge. 
FFT/IFFT pairs in a logarithmic domain are computationally 
expensive and prone to quantization/range limitations (over 
flow/underflow) when implemented in limited precision in 
hardware. Therefore, such a decoder becomes much more 
complex than the equivalent binary LDPC codes. 
A second level of implementation complexity relates to 

high memory requirements in non-binary decoders. Corre 
sponding to each edge in the Tanner graph, there is a vector of 
Q element LLR values (Q-2), where p=symbol size in bits. 
These LLR values (e.g., 12-14 bits each) may be stored and 
passed along iterations, requiring such decoders to imple 
ment a large amount of memory. A third level of complexity 
in non-binary LDPC decoders may include the required per 
mutation on the vector elements corresponding to each edge 
of the code tanner graph, resembling multiplication to H 
matrix elements. 
A custom Min-Sum-Max (MSM) algorithm is described 

herein which provides a non-binary decoder having a com 
plexity comparable to a binary LDPC decoder, and with rea 
sonable performance loss, if any, compared to FFT-based 
decoders. 

FIG. 1 depicts a low density parity check code (LDPC) 
decoding system 100 for decoding one or more bits of a 
codeword, according to aspects of the Subject technology. In 
decoding algorithms, messages are passed between variable 
nodes and check nodes (aka “constraint nodes) according to 
a code graph. In this regard, each variable node may include 
a confidence value for one or more bits of the codeword, the 
confidence value providing some indication as to whether 
these bits of the codeword are correct. In some aspects, each 
confidence value may represent a log-likelihood ratio (LLR) 
corresponding to one or more bits of a received codeword. 

In low-density parity-check (LDPC) applications, a binary 
LLR may include the logarithm of a ratio between the prob 
ability of a bit being “0” or “1”. A positive LLR may indicate 
that a signal read from the memory cell may likely be a 0-bit, 
and a negative LLR may indicate that the signal read from the 
memory cell may likely be a 1-bit. Each assigned LLR may 
correspond to a bit value of a codeword. In some examples, a 
bit value having an assigned LLR equal to five may be more 
likely to be a first predetermined value (e.g., a binary “0”) 
than a bit value having an assigned LLR equal to a second 
predetermined value (e.g., a binary '1'). A bit value having an 
assigned LLR equal to Zero may be equally likely to be either 
predetermined value. As will be described further, an LLR 
may also be represented by a non-binary “confidence vector 
having a group of component values. 

System 100 (e.g., implemented as a LDPC decoder) may 
include a processor 101, one or more memory units 102 (e.g., 
memory banks, flash memory chips, or the like), and a data 
buffer 103. The bits of a codeword may be stored at an address 
ofa memory unit 102, in one or more registers, or in a memory 
address of data buffer 103. Confidence vectors for one or 
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more portions of the codeword may be stored at one or more 
respective buffer locations 104 of data buffer 103, with each 
buffer location 104 providing memory space for a variable 
node. Each confidence vector (as opposed to a binary LLR) 
has a number of components, with the value of each compo 
nent providing the possibility for an individual state of a 
memory cell. One of the components may be assigned a value 
of Zero, and the other components of the confidence vector 
may be assigned values relative to Zero. 
The decoding process of the Subject technology includes a 

process of updating confidence vectors stored at the variable 
nodes from other confidence vectors (e.g., using a min-Sum 
decoding technique). Data buffer 103 may be configured as a 
temporary storage for a number of confidence values pro 
cessed at any one time, with each buffer location 104 of data 
buffer 103 temporarily storing one confidence value (e.g., as 
a series of bits). Each stored confidence value may represent 
a level of certainty that the raw bit value corresponding to the 
confidence value is what it purports to be. Decoding system 
100 may use a parity-check matrix to generate and/or update 
component values of the stored confidence vectors in data 
buffer 103 during a decoding of the received codeword. Not 
all bit values of a received codeword may be decoded simul 
taneously, but, rather the bit values may be decoded based on 
a parity check equation generated from a processed row of the 
parity-check matrix. 

In multi-level cell (MLC) flash memory applications, non 
binary LDPC codes may be more compatible with the nature 
of the stored signals in each cell. For example, 2-bit LDPC 
codes are a natural fit to MLC flash memory chips, and 3 bit 
LDPC codes are a natural fit to TLC flash memory chips, 
whether hard output signals or soft output signals are being 
used. On the other hand, for the same binary block length, an 
efficient non-binary decoder may be able to save required 
decoder memory, since for the same code rate, the number of 
nodes may be divided by 27, compared to binary decoder 
using Q-ary LDPC where Q-2, and where p=symbols size in 
bits. 

According to various aspects of the Subject technology, a 
codeword may be stored in MLC flash memory. For example, 
a codeword may be received by system 100 and stored in a 
group of memory cells, with each memory cell storing one or 
more bits of the codeword. Each memory cell stores a symbol 
representative of a current state of a memory cell. For 
example, in a two bit MLC cell, each symbol represents a 
value in the set {0,1,2,3}, which further represents two bits 
of a codeword (binary 00, 01, 10, 11). If a length of the 
codeword is 8000 bits then the codeword may be represented 
by 4000 symbols. 

Additionally, each confidence vector may be represented 
by a vector having a size (e.g., measured in number of com 
ponents) equal to the number of possible values for each 
symbol. For example, if the symbol has four positions {0, 1, 
2, 3} then the confidence vector may have four vector com 
ponents, V-V, V, V, V. It is noted that the confidence 
vector may be of any size that represents a codeword symbol, 
and it is not necessary that one component is representative of 
one symbol or vice versa. 

Decoding system 100 includes decoding logic (e.g., as an 
algorithm stored in memory unit 102) representative of a 
plurality of variable nodes connected to a plurality of check 
nodes in a graph configuration. Each buffer location 104 of 
data buffer 103 may include or be associated with a variable 
node for storing each confidence vector associated with a 
symbol of the codeword. The decoding logic may, for each 
variable node, select one of the vector components of a con 
fidence vector and transmit the selected vector component 
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6 
and a corresponding field element (e.g., an index of the com 
ponent) to one or more of a plurality of check nodes in 
accordance with the code graph. Each of the check nodes in 
the graph calculates a respective return value for each variable 
node that transmitted a selected vector component to the 
check node. In this regard, the return value calculated is based 
on vector components received from variable nodes con 
nected to the check node along an edge of the code graph. In 
one aspect, the return value is calculated based on vector 
components received from variable nodes other than a vari 
able node designated to receive the return value from the 
check node. Each variable node then receives a group of 
return values and corresponding field elements from the 
check nodes connected to the variable node along an edge of 
the code graph, and updates the confidence vector based the 
plurality of return values. 

According to various aspects of the Subject technology, 
check nodes only receive one component of a confidence 
vector from each variable node, and an index of that compo 
nent. A check node may then calculate a return value based on 
a group of single components and indices received from the 
variable nodes. Therefore, instead of saving all vector com 
ponents for variable nodes and check nodes for every edge in 
the code graph, only one component and one index may be 
saved and passed along each edge of the code graph (e.g., in 
each direction) during the iterative decoding process. In this 
regard, the decoding process considerably reduces the check 
node process (e.g., avoids FFT/IFFT or search process) and 
the amount of required memory. The decoding process 
reduces the number of possible errors to only one error per 
memory cell (e.g., as opposed to two errors for each memory 
cell). 
The decoding process is iterative, and the confidence vec 

toris updated with eachiteration of the decoding process until 
the codeword has been decoded. During the process, the 
components of each confidence vector may change. For 
example, a variable node associated with the 2000th symbol 
of the codeword (Vn, ooc) may initially hold a confidence 
vector V=<1, 3, 8, 2d. The decoder may calibrate V by select 
ing an index of the component vector, reducing the compo 
nent at that index to Zero, while reducing other components 
within the confidence vector by a similar amount. For 
example, V=<1, 3, 8, 2 is calibrated to become V=<0, 2, 7, 
1>. In other aspects, the decoder may calibrate V by a nor 
malization process (e.g., based on 1) such that V=<0.1, 0.3, 
0.8, 0.2>. 
The component having the highest value may then be 

selected as the primary component of the confidence vector, 
Such that the index of the primary component is representa 
tive of the symbol value. For example, where V=<0, 2, 7, 1>. 
the third index (with the highest value of “7”) determines the 
state of the memory cell, in this example, equivalent to a 
binary “10” (e.g., is of {00, 01, 10, 11}). With each iteration, 
if the symbol is correct then the value of the third index (i) 
will converge to infinity, while the values of the other indices 
of the confidence vector converge to Zero or negative infinity 
(e.g., the log of Zero). If the index of the primary component 
changes, and converges to infinity then the symbol is incor 
rect. In that case, the codeword will contain at a location 
corresponding to the variable node a new symbol associated 
with the new index of the primary component. For example, 
if V=<0, 7, 2, 1 > then the symbol is determined to be in the 
second state, indicating a binary “01. It is understood that 
during the decoding process a symbol need not be associated 
with a binary value with each iteration, but, rather, symbols 
may be converted to binary values at the completion of the 
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decoding process (e.g., after all component values for all 
variable nodes have converged). 

FIG. 2 is a flowchart illustrating an example process for 
decoding a codeword. According to Some aspects, one or 
more blocks of FIG.2 may be executed by a decoding algo 
rithm implemented by a decoder in connection with decoding 
hardware, a processor (e.g., a microprocessor), and/or soft 
ware. The decoder, together with the algorithm, is configured 
to decode codewords Stored in a plurality of memory cells, 
with each memory cell being configured to store one or more 
bits of the codeword. Similarly, a non-transitory machine 
readable medium may include machine-executable instruc 
tions thereon that, when executed by a computer, machine, or 
processor, perform the blocks of FIG. 2. 

In block 201, a confidence vector comprising a number of 
confidence vector components (e.g., numerical values) equal 
to a number of possible states of a memory cell is received at 
a first variable node (e.g., at a buffer location 104 of data 
buffer 103). In some aspects, an index of a primary one of the 
confidence vector components is representative of a current 
state of the memory cell. 

In block 202, a temporary vector component and corre 
sponding component index for the first variable node is cal 
culated based on other vector components and corresponding 
indices from one or more other variable nodes. In some 
aspects, the calculation may be performed in connection with 
passing messages between a plurality of variable nodes and a 
plurality of check nodes. Accordingly, at each variable node, 
one of the vector components is selected and passed to the one 
or more of a plurality of check nodes, and the calculation is 
performed at each check node. Each check nodes calculates 
the temporary vector component in the form of a return value 
for each variable node that passed a selected vector compo 
nent to the check node. In this regard, each respective return 
value is calculated based on vector components received from 
variable nodes other than a variable node designated to 
receive the respective return value. The return values are then 
returned by the check nodes to each variable node. 
As will be described with reference to further example 

implementations, the temporary vector component and cor 
responding component index may be calculated using a num 
ber of different variations of the algorithm of the subject 
technology. For example, the temporary vector component 
may be calculated by Summing the other vector components 
from the one or more other variable nodes operably connected 
to the check node performing the calculation. The temporary 
vector component may be calculated by selecting as the tem 
porary vector componenta Smallest one or a largest one of the 
other vector components. In one example, at each check node, 
a first lowest value (e.g., having a lower value than all others) 
and a second (next) lowest value may initially be calculated 
from all vector components transmitted to the check node, 
and the first lowest value selected as a return value for all but 
one of the variable nodes that transmitted a selected vector 
component to the check node. The first lowest value would 
not be selected if that first lowest value originated from the 
variable node designated to receive the return value, but, 
rather, the second lowest value is selected as a return value for 
the that variable node. Alternatively, but in the same manner, 
each check node may calculate the first and second highest 
values as return values. 

In some aspects, calculating the temporary vector compo 
nent may include determining a difference between the pri 
mary one of the confidence vector components and a largest 
one of a group consisting of the primary one of the confidence 
vector components and the other vector components. Accord 
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8 
ingly, if the largest of the vector components is the vector 
component received from the designated variable node then 
the return value may be zero. 

With further reference to block 202, an index of the 
selected vector component is also passed to the one or more 
check nodes, and, at each check node, a return index is cal 
culated for the return value based on indices received from the 
other variable nodes (not designated to receive return values. 
As will be described in further detail with reference to the 
example implementations, the corresponding component 
index may be calculated by Summing the corresponding indi 
ces from one or more other variable nodes using Galois field 
(GF) addition with a number of elements equal to the number 
of vector components. 

In block 203, the confidence vector of block 201 is updated 
based on the temporary vector component and corresponding 
component index and other vector components and corre 
sponding indices calculated in block 202. In this regard, each 
variable node updates an associated confidence vector based 
the calculations performed at operably connected check 
nodes. The value of each temporary vector component 
received at a variable node is added at the component index 
corresponding to the temporary vector component to form a 
new confidence vector. The vector components of the confi 
dence vector may then be calibrated by reducing (or adding 
to) each of the vector components by an amount Sufficient to 
Zero a component value at a predetermined index the confi 
dence vector. For example, V=<1, 3, 8, 2> may be calibrated 
to become V=<0, 2, 7, 1>. 

In block 204, the confidence vector is analyzed to deter 
mine whether the index of the primary one of the confidence 
vector components has changed as a result of one or more of 
the calculating and updating steps. As described previously, 
the largest of the components in the confidence vector may be 
considered to be the primary component. The decoding pro 
cess determines whether the largest of the components after 
the confidence vector has been updated is still at the same 
index. If the index is the same then the current state of the 
memory cell will remain unchanged. However, if the index 
has changed, block 205, the current state of the memory cell 
is changed in accordance with the updated index. 

Blocks 201, 202, and 203 may be repeated until each of the 
components of the confidence vector converge to one of two 
predetermined levels. For example, when one component 
converges to infinity then that component may be considered 
to be determinative for an associated bit of the codeword. 
Block 204 may be performed at each iteration, or may be 
performed after one or more components have converged, or 
after a predetermined number of iterations. 
The following example implementations are provided to 

further elaborate on the decoding process of FIG. 2, and 
variations thereof. The following examples are not intended 
to limit the scope of the subject technology, but, rather to 
illustrate mathematical calculations, concepts, and other 
details that may be associated with the decoding algorithm of 
the Subject technology. 

FIG.3 depicts an example check node calculation process 
based on a pair of input vectors received from a pair of 
variable nodes, according to one aspect of the Subject tech 
nology. An example check node process may resemble a 
process of convolution, for example, implemented by a FFT 
method. In one aspect of the algorithm of the subject technol 
ogy, however, LLR vectors may be modified (e.g., at the 
variable nodes and the check nodes) so that one delta LLR 
together with the index of a maximum LLR in the vector 
represents the vector. 
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In one example, check nodes need only the difference 
between a first maximum and a second maximum LLR's in 
each vector, and the field element (e.g., index) corresponding 
to the maximum LLR. Therefore, instead of saving and pass 
ing all vector elements from the check nodes to the variable 
nodes and vice versa, only one LLR value (e.g., a difference 
between two values processed by a check node) and one field 
element (e.g., 2 bits in GF-4 addition) may be saved and 
passed to the variable node during the iteration process. In this 
regard, the decoding process may considerably reduce math 
ematical overhead during the check node process (e.g., by 
avoiding FFT/IFFT, search process, or the like), and reduce 
the amount of required memory. 

Accordingly, the left side of FIG.3 depicts two confidence 
vectors, X (O) and X(C), provided at two respective variable 
nodes, wherein a designates the index of the maximum com 
ponent of the vector. Each variable node determines a AX 
between a first maximum and a second maximum vector 
component for each of the confidence vectors and sends the 
result to one or more check nodes. The middle portion of FIG. 
3 depicts check node addition of two vector components, 
AX (2) and AX(1). The right side of FIG.3 depicts the addi 
tion of Ax (2) and AX(1) as y(3) with C-3 being the GF-4 
addition of the index values of the two vector components. 

FIG. 4 depicts an example check node calculation process 
for 36 input vector edges, according to one aspect of the 
Subject technology. Each check node in this example code has 
36 input vector edges. The messages from variable nodes to 
check nodes, and in the reverse direction are delta LLRs (as 
described before), together withfield elements corresponding 
to maximum elements in LLR message vectors. The output 
LLR from each check node i to variable node t is the summa 
tion of all the incoming messages, except the message coming 
from variable node t. 

In some aspects, the check to variable messages are calcu 
lated as below: 

36 (1) 

wit X tiki 
=l 

kit 

where V is the LLR message from check node i to variable 
nodet, and u is the LLR message from variable node k, to 
check nodei. The corresponding field element in the message 
may be obtained from GF summation (XOR in the case of 
GF4) of all incoming field elements except the one coming 
from variable nodet, the node that message may be sent to. 

36 (2) 

= (tal, 
kn Ft 

where Bf and Care the permuted values off3, and C with 
elements of matrix H, respectively. Note that permutation is 
effectively a (modulo) summation of the message field ele 
ment and corresponding H matrix element. 
At the variable node, first, the incoming messages V, may 

be added to the corresponding input LLR's (). To do so, 
each incoming LLR may be added to a corresponding LLR 
element in the input LLR vector with similar field element B. 
Therefore, the temporary vectorm' m. m. m. 
may be calculated as 
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(a) (3) 6. 

w 

Ag) -- X ki 

where the vector | (1,2,3 'I' is the input LLR's (often 
normalized to the Zero element. i.e. O)=0. 
The soft outputs may be calculated in the same way, with 

considering all the input messages to the node. 

where mO) m. m2) m. 'I' is the soft output vector and Wis 
the column weight of the H matrix. 
To make the notation more clear, (4) may be rewritten as 

(a) (5) 
n; 

FIG. 5 depicts example temporary vector calculations and 
Soft output for one or more check nodes, according to one 
aspect of the Subject technology. The variable messages V, 
and corresponding index values C, that were previously 
calculated in FIG.4 are returned to respective variable nodes 
V. Each variable node stores input LLRs and calculates a new 
temporary vector on each Subsequent iteration based on tem 
porary vector calculations by each check node. After a tem 
porary vector is calculated at a variable node, the variable 
node messages to the check nodes may be calculated using the 
process as presented in FIG. 3. For example, the first and 
second maximum may be obtained and the output message 
may be the difference between these components, with the 
field element message being equal to the location of maxi 
mum element. 

a t = argmaxii.) (6) 

(fit) (aji) 
fi - in, 

The two element vector messages may be denoted as u 
C.I. 

FIG. 6 depicts an example variable node calculation pro 
cess, according to one aspect of the Subject technology. A 
permutation process may include non-Zero H matrix ele 
ments. References corresponding to H matrix non-Zero ele 
ments (e.g., the elements of the vector messages) may be 
permuted. 

In one example, the second element of each message vector 
is the corresponding field element. This element may be mul 
tiplied (e.g., in the field) by one or more corresponding non 
Zero elements of H matrix. In GF-4, this is equivalent to 
modulo(4) Summation of binary representation of H matrix 
entries and field elements of the vector messages, 

ce-he ji ji (7) 

(8) Clif-(hit-C.) Mod(4) 
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When the messages are going in the reverse direction, for 
example, from check nodes to the variable nodes, the message 
field element may be divided by the Hmatrix element, equiva 
lent to Modulo (4) subtraction of the binary representation of 
values. 

Messages may tend to grow as the number of iterations 
increase, and may cause overflow in variables and cause poor 
outcomes. In order to resolve this issue, the check node pro 
cess may be modified as follows. 

Modified Method 1 
Consider the check node t. The index t may be substituted 

in the following discussion for simplicity purposes. Define 
the variable U as the summation of all the input LLR's to this 
node. 

(9) 
U = Xu, = 36unin Saur, 

i=l 

where u is the minimum input LLR to the check node tand 
ALLR u-u. Therefore, V, the LLR value that may be 
passed to variable node j may be calculated as 

(10) 

36 

= 36 unin + X ALLR - (uni + ALLR) 
i=1 

36 

= 35uni + X ALLR; 

Since, in this example, V, is the summation of 35 LLR's in 
the check node, to prevent growing the messages as iteration 
increases, the average value may be used, for example, by 
dividing the resulted quantity by 35. 

1 (11) 
= uti, + = x ALLR; timin 352. 

iFi 

In one LLR estimate for V, the above equation may be 
approximated with a smaller value. To do so, the terms in the 
Summation may be replaced with the Smallest value among 
them. Therefore, ifu is the minimum input LLR to the check 
node and kzi, then ALLR 0 and all terms in the Summation 
may be replaced by Zero. If k j, the minimum term in the 
Summation is the difference between second minimum and 
the first minimum value, for example, min ALLR, u 
u. Therefore, 

naiva2 

- 1 (12) 
vj = unints 35(unin2 - unin) = unin2 

In Summary, this method needs only the first and second 
minimum LLR values into each check node. The output LLR 
may be minimum input for all the edges except the one 
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12 
corresponding to minimum input. For that edge, the output 
may be equal to the second min, u 

- binin 

f 
binin2 

Modified Method 2 
A second method for preventing catastrophic growth of 

messages may include subtracting the minimum value of V, 
from all V.'s going out from a check node. In this way, all 
outgoing LLR's may be shifted down as much as possible 
Such that none of them becomes negative. The newly gener 
ated LLR to variable node j may be denoted as v, 

2 

it if timin (13) 

tti Filmin 

5 i = y; - min (14) 
i-1336 i) 

= y; - W - 3X ii; f ( iel,2,... 36' p 
= W - it; - W - 3X ii; 

f iel,2,... 36." i) 

5 i = max ii) - i. d Ti-13". 36' i) - ut 

According to this method, the maximum input to each 
check node is found, and the output of each edge may be the 
difference between the maximum input and the input of that 
edge. 

Modified Method 3 
One method may include the combination of the first and 

second modified methods. One result of simplifications in 
methods 1 and 2 was that only the maximum or the first two 
minimum values (e.g., instead of all 35 inputs) may be used to 
calculate the check node outputs. Methods 1 and 2 may be 
combined and therefore the information used in both min and 
max values. 

(15) 

k and k are coefficients that may be selected to prevent 
LLR catastrophic growth and lead to the best performance. 
A second way of combining methods 1 and 2 is to use the 

following relation instead of (15) 
(16) 

where V and k are parameters that may be optimized. 
To prevent negative values in Vs, one good value for V. 

may be a fraction of V, therefore, ris 

In some simulations, the best results were obtained by 
selecting k=0.5, k=0.1. In the section entitled “Finite Pre 
cision and Memory Requirements', these coefficients may be 
optimized regarding the utilized precision. 

Other methods may be implement to improve perfor 
aCC. 

Variable Node Modification 
Theoretically, the previously explained approximation 

method may be modified to replace the two smallest prob 
abilities in the vector by the second minimum value. This 
approximation may lead to a method that uses only the dif 
ference between the first and the second maximum LLRs. On 
the other hand, Such an assumption may provide pessimistic 
probability, as the weaker 2 competitor symbols are consid 
ered as strong as the stronger competitor (e.g., second maxi 
mum). 
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It may be shown in practical conditions, when the third and 
fourth largest LLRs are increased (e.g., to further develop the 
disclosed custom MSM algorithm), the LLR difference 
between first and second largest LLR becomes smaller. In 
other words, the estimate obtained by one approximation 
(increasing 3" and 4" LLR's) is a lower estimate. Therefore, 
to have a more realistic estimate, the LLR difference may be 
increased. 

However, the amount of Such an increase may depend on 
the particular values and may not be easy to calculate. Several 
values were simulated in a simulation platform to find the best 
value that on average works the best without complicated 
process. Simulation results show that the performance 
improves if the values in equation (6) are selected, as follow 
1ng. 

a' = argmaxiS} (16) 
2 (a) a = argmaxii)}\al 

6. 

4. 1 2 3 a = argmaxii; }\{a, o, a.) 
6. 

Therefore, C.' >Clifect, 2C,'. Then the updating equation 
may be (this choice may be optimized for the best perfor 
mance): 

(a) 
il it it = (...) -:) + (), -:) + ( ...) / 2s. (') 

al. a2 a2 al 4. af. 

(...) i) -- 2 -- 3. X. |s 

Soft Output Modification, Rewarding Method 
A rewarding method may increase (reward) the soft output 

that corresponds to the hard symbol output at each iteration. 
In other words, the messages provided into a maximum soft 
output component may be enhanced by a factor of larger than 
1, or by adding a positive value to them. In simulations for 
2-bit LDPC, a factor of 1.25 resulted in an improved decoding 
performance. 

FIG. 7 depicts example simulation results of a 2-bit LDPC 
custom MSM decoding algorithm in comparison with FFT 
based algorithm, according to one aspect of the Subject tech 
nology. FIG. 7 shows simulation results with various decod 
ing algorithms. The results for MSM1 were obtained by 
selecting the proper minimum value (min1 or min2) in the 
check nodes. In the variable nodes, the method of the previ 
ously described Variable Node Modification was used. In 
MSM2, both the method of the previously described Variable 
Node Modification and Modified method 3 were used. 
Finally, by changing the coefficients of check and variable 
nodes, the MSM3 results were obtained. 

FIG. 8 depicts an example memory structure of a decoder, 
according to one aspect of the Subject technology. FIG. 8 
shows an example memory structure of a custom MSM 
decoder for non-binary LDPC code, and associated memory 
precisons. For example, S6.3 represents a 10 bit memory 
including one sign bit, 6 bits as integer part and 3 bits for the 
fractional part. In order to simplify the precision require 
ments, some changes may be done to the previously described 
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14 
coefficients. In particular, the coefficients at equation (17) 
may be modified to k=0.5, k=0.0938 (note 0.0938=1/16+ 
1/32). 

In the complexity analysis of 2-bit LDPC FFT-based 
decoder, in addition to complicated FFT/IFFT computation, 
the decoder may need a large amount of memory to pass the 
messages among iterations. As described previously, corre 
sponding to each edge in the Tanner graph, 4 values may need 
to be saved and passed from variable to check nodes and vice 
Versa. The decoding algorithm of the Subject technology, 
however, provides a simplified method which does not need 
FFT/IFFT and saves considerably the amount of required 
memory, since there are only two values that need to be saved 
and passed among iterations per Tanner graph edge: the LLR 
value, and the corresponding field element (2 bits). Note that 
as a consequence of log-FFT and exponential/nonlinear 
transformations, a FFT-based method may be prone to quan 
tization noise and overflow/underflow, therefore, a higher 
precision may be needed to avoid them. The custom MSM 
algorithm however, performs well with less precision in the 
number of bits. 
As a comparison, in a sample code, the FFT-based method 

needed 184,704 bytes (-> 150,144 bytes) memory as com 
pared with 77,184 bytes (-->452.992 bytes). The modified 
values were obtained taking into account that V-node tempo 
rary memories may not be needed at the same time (as this is 
not a full parallel decoder). Therefore, memory may be 
shared, and, as a rough estimate, /s of the original V-node 
memory was considered to calculate the modified required 
memory. 
FIG.9 depicts an example performance of a 2-bit LDPC 

custom MSM decoding algorithm with full/finite precision, 
according to one aspect of the Subject technology. The results 
of full precision and finite precision of a decoder are plotted 
along with other decoding methods and binary LDPC for 
comparison. From the depicted graph, the performance loss 
of the algorithm due to finite precision may be negligible 
when precisions shown in FIG. 8 are used. 

So far, the decoder may be adapted to include a flooding 
schedule, in which the updated information at each iteration 
may be used only in the next iteration. In contrast, a layered 
decoding structure allows the updated information to be uti 
lized more quickly in the algorithm. See, for example, H. M. 
Mansour, N. R. Shanbhag, “High throughput LDPC decod 
ers”, IEEE Trans VLSI, vol. 11, pp. 976-996, December 2003, 
and Y. Sun, G. Wang, J. R. Cavallaro, “Multi-layer parallel 
decoding algorithm and VLSI architecture for quasi-cyclic 
LDPC Codes', ISCAS, page 1776-1779, IEEE, 2011, incor 
porated herein in their entirety. A layered decoding algorithm 
may have a higher convergence speed (up to two times faster) 
and require less memory compared to standard two-phase 
flood scheduling algorithm. 

FIG. 10 depicts an example layered scheduling flowchart, 
according to one aspect of the Subject technology. Layered 
scheduling assumes that rows are grouped into layers. The 
parity check matrix for a layer has at most a column weight of 
one. The number of layers in the hardware may be selected 
based on the required level of parallelism. For demonstration 
purposes, each row of the matrix is considered to be a layer. In 
this case, the check nodes start the process one after another 
(corresponding to rows of H) while they use the most recent 
updated information. Mathematically, for each columni with 
non-Zero element in the current layer, the V2C messages may 
be updated as 

in Pi—m. Pi- V, (20) 
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where m(P) is the B," element of the soft values (soft values 
are vectors of four elements). Then as before, with 

2 3. 4 
C2C2C2C, , 

uji= (). - 'i) (...) -) + (). -) /128 - 0.6 (21) 
4. 

(i.i-I). +3. ). In - 0.6 (a) " 

The updated V2C messages may be used at C-node i to 
generate new C2V messages. 

where the optimum performance was obtained by selecting 
the coefficients as 

1 
k4 = . k = 2 4 

1 
2 

In this regard, FIG. 10 shows the process flow of layered 
LDPC decoding algorithm. 

Also, a method similar to the previously described Soft 
Output Modification, Rewarding Method for flooding MSM 
was also applied in a layered MSM algorithm. However, the 
best performance was obtained with additive term of 0.0625. 
This constant value may be added to the soft values that 
correspond to the hard decisions at each iteration. 

FIG. 11 depicts a chart demonstrating example perfor 
mance results with respect to a number of iterations for lay 
ered MSM in comparison with flooded MSM, according to 
one aspect of the Subject technology. Performance simulation 
results with the explained configuration for layered MSM is 
shown in FIG. 11. In the depicted example, it may be seen that 
the final performance of both methods with a large number of 
iterations are approaching each other, however, the speed of 
convergence in layered MSM is up to two times faster than the 
flood MSM. Hence, with limited number of iterations (e.g., 
maximum 20 iterations) the layered MSM returns a better 
performance. 

FIGS. 12A and 12B depict example iteration histograms 
for flooded MSM and layered MSM when a maximum num 
ber of iterations is limited to 20 iterations, according to one 
aspect of the subject technology. FIG. 12 compares the his 
tograms of number of iterations when maximum iteration is 
set to 20 iterations. The example plots show that the average 
number of iterations is dropped from 11.2 iterations in flood 
MSM, to 6.8 iterations in layered MSM, while the error rate 
at such max iteration is more than 3 times better for layered 
MSM (see also FIG. 11). 
MSM algorithm for non-binary LDPC decoding may sig 

nificantly reduce the receiver complexity (memory and com 
putation) compared to FFT based algorithms. The method 
may be extended to higher fields (GF-8, GF-16, etc.) with 
minor modifications. The simulation results for flood and 
layered decoding structures were presented, and the layered 
decoder structure is shown as providing faster convergence or 
additional gain in a limited number of iterations. 

FIG. 13 is a block diagram illustrating components of a 
flash memory storage system, including a decoder, according 
to one aspect of the Subject technology. A flash memory 
storage system 300 (e.g., a solid state drive) may include a 
flash memory 301, a memory demapper 302 (a demodulator) 
and page operation unit 303, a decoder 304 (e.g., an ECC 
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decoder), and a data storage controller 305. Page operation 
unit 303 and/or controller 305 may use a storage medium 306 
for temporary storage of data and information. Demapper 302 
may be used in page-based systems (and may be called a 
detector for level-based system like TCM) to modulate/de 
modulate bit mappings from flash memory 301 to other com 
ponents of system 300. Demapper 302 is optional, and, when 
omitted, decoder 304 or page operation unit 303 may directly 
receive data from flash memory 301. Additionally or in the 
alternative, demapper 302 may be integrated with decoder 
304. Page operation unit 303 may also be integrated with 
decoder 304 or other component of system 300. Decoder 304 
may be used to decode the data before sending it to controller 
305. Page operation unit 303 may be configured to perform a 
read operation on one or more cells of flash memory 301 (e.g., 
a page or block) and then assign a different log likelihood 
ratio for different error events. 
The internal components (e.g., processor, internal memory, 

and the like) for demapper 302, page operation unit 303, 
decoder 304, and controller 305 are described herein for 
convenience as one device, with specific reference to decoder 
304. However, one skilled in the art will recognize that these 
devices may be separate elements on their own PC boards, 
and each may include many similar internal hardware com 
ponents. Accordingly, it is the intention that any one of these 
devices (e.g., page operation unit 303 and controller 305) may 
be described in a same or similar manner and/or perform the 
same or similar logic and/or functionality. For example, 
decoder 304, demapper 302, and/or page operation unit 303 
may be responsible for determining and applying one or more 
of the previously described MSM algorithms. In some 
aspects, decoder 304 and demapper 302 may include similar 
functionality and may be referred to interchangeably in this 
disclosure. 

Page operation unit 303 may include several internal com 
ponents (not shown) Such as a read-only memory, a flash 
component interface (e.g., a multiplexer to manage instruc 
tion and data transport along a serial connection to flash 
memory 301), an I/O interface, error correction circuitry, and 
the like. In some aspects, all of these internal elements of page 
operation unit 303 may be integrated into a single chip. In 
other aspects, these elements may be separated on their own 
PC board. Decoder 304 and/or page operation unit 303 may 
include a processor configured to execute code or instructions 
to perform the operations and functionality described herein, 
including implementing the previously described algorithms. 
In other aspects, a separate processor (e.g., a processor of 
controller 305) may be responsible for executing the same. In 
accordance with the disclosure, a processor may be config 
ured to monitor and/or control the operation of the compo 
nents in page operation unit 303. The processor may be a 
general-purpose microprocessor, a microcontroller, a digital 
signal processor (DSP), an application specific integrated 
circuit (ASIC), a field programmable gate array (FPGA), a 
programmable logic device (PLD), a controller, a state 
machine, gated logic, discrete hardware components, or a 
combination of the foregoing. One or more sequences of 
instructions may be stored as firmware on ROM within page 
operation unit 303 and/or its processor. One or more 
sequences of instructions may be software stored and read 
from a storage medium (e.g., storage medium 307), flash 
memory 301, or received from a host device (e.g., from host 
307 via a hostinterface 308). ROM, storage medium307, and 
flash memory 301 represent some examples of machine or 
computer readable media on which instructions/code execut 
able by page operation unit 303 and/or its processor may be 
stored. Machine or computer readable media may generally 
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refer to any medium or media used to provide instructions to 
page operation unit 303 and/or its processor, including Vola 
tile media, Such as dynamic memory used for storage media 
302 or for buffers within page operation unit 303, and non 
Volatile media, Such as electronic media, optical media, and 
magnetic media. 

In one aspect, controller 305 may be configured to store 
data received from a host device 307 in flash memory 301 in 
response to a write command from host device 307. Control 
ler 305 may be further configured to read data stored in flash 
memory 301 and to transfer the read data to page operation 
unit 303 and then ultimately to host device 307 in response to 
a read command from host device 307. Host device 307 may 
represent any device configured to be coupled to data storage 
system 300 and configured to store data in system 300. Host 
device 307 may be a computing system Such as a personal 
computer, a server, a workstation, a laptop computer, PDA, 
smartphone, and the like. Alternatively, host device 307 may 
be an electronic device Such as a digital camera, a digital 
audio player, a digital video recorder, and the like. 

Host interface 308 may be integrated with system 300 and 
configured to be operably coupled (e.g., by wired or wireless 
connection) to host device 307, to receive data from host 
device 307 and to send data to host device 307. Host interface 
307 may include electrical and physical connections, or a 
wireless connection, for operably coupling host device 307 to 
controller 305 (e.g., via the I/O interface of controller 305). 
Host interface 308 may be configured to communicate data, 
addresses, and control signals between host device 307 and 
controller 305. Alternatively, the I/O interface of controller 
305 may include and/or be combined with host interface 308. 
Host interface 308 may be configured to implement a stan 
dard interface, such as Serial-Attached SCSI (SAS), Fiber 
Channel interface, PCI Express (PCIe), SATA, USB, and the 
like. Host interface 308 may be configured to implement only 
one interface. Alternatively, host interface 308 (and/or the I/O 
interface of controller 305) may be configured to implement 
multiple interfaces, which may be individually selectable 
using a configuration parameter selected by a user or pro 
grammed at the time of assembly. Host interface 308 may 
include one or more buffers for buffering transmissions 
between host device 309 and controller 305. 

In some aspects, storage medium 307 represents volatile 
memory used to temporarily store data and information used 
to manage data storage system 300. According to one aspect 
of the subject technology, storage medium 307 is random 
access memory (RAM) such as double data rate (DDR) 
RAM. Other types of RAM also may be used to implement 
storage medium 307. Memory 307 may be implemented 
using a single RAM module or multiple RAM modules. 
While storage medium 307 is depicted as being distinct from 
page operation unit 303 and controller 305, those skilled in 
the art will recognize that storage medium307 may be incor 
porated into page operation unit 303 and/or controller 305 
without departing from the scope of the Subject technology. 
Alternatively, storage medium 307 may be a non-volatile 
memory Such as a magnetic disk, flash memory, peripheral 
SSD, and the like. 

Flash memory 301 represents a non-volatile memory 
device for storing data. According to one aspect of the Subject 
technology, flash memory 301 includes, for example, a 
NAND flash memory. Flash memory 301 may include a 
single flash memory device or chip, or may include multiple 
flash memory devices or chips arranged in multiple channels. 
Flash memory 301 is not limited to any particular capacity or 
configuration. For example, the number of physical blocks, 
the number of physical pages per physical block, the number 
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of sectors per physical page, and the size of the sectors may 
vary within the scope of the Subject technology. 

Flash memory may have a standard interface specification. 
This standard ensures that chips from multiple manufacturers 
can be used interchangeably (at least to a large degree). The 
interface hides the inner working of the flash and returns only 
internally detected bit values for data. In one aspect, the 
interface of flash memory 301 is used to access one or more 
internal registers 309 and an internal flash controller 310 for 
communication by external devices. In some aspects, regis 
ters 309 may include address, command, and/or data regis 
ters, which internally retrieve and output the necessary data to 
and from a NAND memory cell array 311. For example, a 
data register may include data to be stored in memory array 
311, or data after a fetch from memory array 311, and may 
also be used for temporary data storage and/or act like a 
buffer. An address register may store the memory address 
from which data will be fetched to host 307 or the address to 
which data will be sent and stored. In some aspects, a com 
mand register is included to control parity, interrupt control, 
and the like. In some aspects, internal flash controller 310 is 
accessible via a control register to control the general behav 
ior of flash memory 301. Internal flash controller 310 and/or 
the control registers 309 may control the number of stop bits, 
word length, receiver clock source, and may also control 
Switching the addressing mode, paging control, coprocessor 
control, and the like. 

In some aspects, registers 309 may also include a test 
register. The test register may be accessed by specific 
addresses and/or data combinations provided at the interface 
of flash memory 301 (e.g., by specialized software provided 
by the manufacturer to perform various tests on the internal 
components of the flash memory). In further aspects, the test 
register may be used to access and/or modify other internal 
registers, for example the command and/or control registers. 
In some aspects, test modes accessible via the test register 
may be used to read, input or modify certain programming 
conditions of flash memory 301 (e.g., determine read levels) 
to dynamically vary how data is read from the memory cells 
of memory arrays 311. 

It should be understood that in all cases data may not 
always be the result of a command received from host 307 
and/or returned to host 307. In some aspects, page operation 
unit 303 and/or controller 305 may be configured to execute a 
read operation independent of host 307. The predicate words 
“configured to”, “operable to’, and “programmed to as used 
herein do not imply any particular tangible or intangible 
modification of a subject, but, rather, are intended to be used 
interchangeably. For example, a processor configured to 
monitor and control an operation or a component may also 
mean the processor being programmed to monitor and control 
the operation or the processor being operable to monitor and 
control the operation. Likewise, a processor configured to 
execute code can be construed as a processor programmed to 
execute code or operable to execute code. 

Those of skill in the art would appreciate that the various 
illustrative blocks, modules, elements, components, meth 
ods, and algorithms described herein may be implemented as 
electronic hardware, computer Software, or combinations of 
both. To illustrate this interchangeability of hardware and 
Software, various illustrative blocks, modules, elements, 
components, methods, and algorithms have been described 
above generally in terms of their functionality. Whether such 
functionality is implemented as hardware or Software 
depends upon the particular application and design con 
straints imposed on the overall system. Skilled artisans may 
implement the described functionality in varying ways for 
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each particular application. Various components and blocks 
may be arranged differently (e.g., arranged in a different 
order, or partitioned in a different way) all without departing 
from the scope of the Subject technology. 

It is understood that the specific order or hierarchy of steps 
in the processes disclosed is an illustration of example 
approaches. Based upon design preferences, it is understood 
that the specific order or hierarchy of steps in the processes 
may be rearranged. Some of the steps may be performed 
simultaneously. The accompanying method claims present 
elements of the various steps in a sample order, and are not 
meant to be limited to the specific order or hierarchy pre 
sented. 
The previous description is provided to enable any person 

skilled in the art to practice the various aspects described 
herein. The previous description provides various examples 
of the Subject technology, and the Subject technology is not 
limited to these examples. Various modifications to these 
aspects will be readily apparent to those skilled in the art, and 
the generic principles defined herein may be applied to other 
aspects. Thus, the claims are not intended to be limited to the 
aspects shown herein, but is to be accorded the full scope 
consistent with the language claims, wherein reference to an 
element in the singular is not intended to mean “one and only 
one' unless specifically so stated, but rather "one or more.” 
Unless specifically stated otherwise, the term "some refers 
to one or more. Pronouns in the masculine (e.g., his) include 
the feminine and neuter gender (e.g., her and its) and vice 
Versa. Headings and Subheadings, if any, are used for conve 
nience only and do not limit the invention. 

The predicate words "configured to”, “operable to”, and 
“programmed to do not imply any particular tangible or 
intangible modification of a Subject, but, rather, are intended 
to be used interchangeably. For example, a processor config 
ured to monitor and control an operation or a component may 
also mean the processor being programmed to monitor and 
control the operation or the processor being operable to moni 
tor and control the operation. Likewise, a processor config 
ured to execute code may be construed as a processor pro 
grammed to execute code or operable to execute code. 
A phrase such as an "aspect does not imply that Such 

aspect is essential to the Subject technology or that Such 
aspect applies to all configurations of the Subject technology. 
A disclosure relating to an aspect may apply to all configu 
rations, or one or more configurations. Anaspect may provide 
one or more examples. A phrase Such as an aspect may refer 
to one or more aspects and Vice versa. A phrase such as an 
"embodiment” does not imply that such embodiment is 
essential to the Subject technology or that Such embodiment 
applies to all configurations of the Subject technology. A 
disclosure relating to an embodiment may apply to all 
embodiments, or one or more embodiments. An embodiment 
may provide one or more examples. A phrase such as an 
"embodiment may refer to one or more embodiments and 
Vice versa. A phrase Such as a “configuration' does not imply 
that such configuration is essential to the Subject technology 
or that such configuration applies to all configurations of the 
Subject technology. A disclosure relating to a configuration 
may apply to all configurations, or one or more configura 
tions. A configuration may provide one or more examples. A 
phrase Such as a “configuration' may refer to one or more 
configurations and Vice versa. 
The word “example' is used herein to mean “serving as an 

example or illustration.” Any aspect or design described 
herein as “example' is not necessarily to be construed as 
preferred or advantageous over other aspects or designs. 
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All structural and functional equivalents to the elements of 

the various aspects described throughout this disclosure that 
are known or later come to be known to those of ordinary skill 
in the art are expressly incorporated herein by reference and 
are intended to be encompassed by the claims. Moreover, 
nothing disclosed herein is intended to be dedicated to the 
public regardless of whether such disclosure is explicitly 
recited in the claims. No claim element is to be construed 
under the provisions of 35 U.S.C. S112, sixth paragraph, 
unless the element is expressly recited using the phrase 
“means for” or, in the case of a method claim, the element is 
recited using the phrase “step for.” Furthermore, to the extent 
that the term “include,” “have or the like is used in the 
description or the claims, such term is intended to be inclusive 
in a manner similar to the term “comprise' as “comprise' is 
interpreted when employed as a transitional word in a claim. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A machine-readable non-transitory storage medium 

having instructions stored thereon that, when executed, per 
form a method, comprising: 

providing a confidence vector at each of a plurality of 
variable nodes, each confidence vector associated with a 
portion of the codeword and comprising two or more 
vector components; 

at each variable node, selecting one of the vector compo 
nents and passing the selected vector component to one 
or more of a plurality of check nodes; 

at each of the plurality of check nodes, calculating a return 
value for each variable node that passed a selected vector 
component to the check node, each respective return 
value calculated based on vector components received 
from variable nodes other than a variable node desig 
nated to receive the respective return value: 

receiving, at each variable node, a plurality of return values 
from the one or more check nodes; and 

updating, at each variable node, the confidence vector 
based on the plurality of return values to indicate one or 
more values assigned to the portion of the codeword. 

2. The machine-readable non-transitory storage medium of 
claim 1, wherein passing the selected vector component to 
one or more of a plurality of check nodes comprises passing 
an index of the selected vector component to the one or more 
check nodes, 

wherein, at each check node, a return index is calculated for 
the return value based on indices received from the vari 
able nodes other than the variable node designated to 
receive the return value, 

wherein, for each check node, the return index is returned 
with the return value to the designated variable node, and 

wherein, for each variable node, receiving the plurality of 
return values comprises receiving a return index for each 
return value. 

3. The machine-readable non-transitory storage medium of 
claim 2, wherein updating the confidence vector comprises: 

adding each return value to the confidence vector at a 
corresponding return index. 

4. The machine-readable non-transitory storage medium of 
claim 2, wherein the return index is calculated by Summing 
the indices received from the other variable nodes using 
Galois field addition with a number of elements equal to the 
number of components in the confidence vector. 

5. The machine-readable non-transitory storage medium of 
claim 1, wherein, for each check node, calculating each return 
value by Summing the vector components received from the 
other variable nodes. 
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6. The machine-readable non-transitory storage medium of 
claim 1, the method further comprising: 

calibrating the vector components of the confidence vector 
by reducing each of the vector components by an amount 
Sufficient to Zero a vector component value at a prede 
termined index of the confidence vector. 

7. The machine-readable non-transitory storage medium of 
claim 1, wherein, for each check node, calculating the return 
value comprises selecting as the return value a largest one of 
the vector components received from the other variable 
nodes. 

8. The machine-readable non-transitory storage medium of 
claim 1, wherein, for each check node, calculating the return 
value comprises selecting as the return value a smallest one of 
the vector components received from the other variable 
nodes. 

9. The machine-readable non-transitory storage medium of 
claim 1, the method further comprising: 

at each check node, calculating a first lowest value and a 
second lowest value from all vector components trans 
mitted to the check node, wherein the first lowest value 
is selected as a return value for all but one of the variable 
nodes that transmitted a selected vector component to 
the check node, and the second lowest value is selected 
as a return value for the one of the variable nodes. 

10. The machine-readable non-transitory storage medium 
of claim 1, wherein, for each check node, the return value 
represents a difference between the largest of the vector com 
ponents received from all variable nodes and a vector com 
ponent received from the variable node designated to receive 
the return value. 

11. The machine-readable non-transitory storage medium 
of claim 1, wherein, for each variable node, the selected one 
of the vector components is a largest one of the two or more 
vector components of the confidence vector. 

12. The machine-readable non-transitory storage medium 
of claim 1, wherein a number of vector components of the 
confidence vector is equal to a number of possible program 
ming states of a memory cell configured to store one or more 
bits of a codeword. 

13. The machine-readable non-transitory storage medium 
of claim 12, the method further comprising, for each variable 
node: 

repeating the selecting, calculating, receiving, and updat 
ing steps until each component of the confidence vector 
converges to one of two predetermined levels; and 

for each variable node, changing a current programming 
state of the codeword to a state corresponding to an index 
location of a primary component of the confidence vec 
tor if the index location of the primary component has 
changed as a result of the selecting, calculating, receiv 
ing, and updating steps. 

14. A method, comprising: 
receiving, at a first variable node, a confidence vector com 

prising a number of confidence vector components equal 
to a number of possible states of a memory cell, an index 
of a primary one of the confidence vector components 
being representative of a current state of the memory 
cell, the memory cell configured to store one or more bits 
of a codeword; 

calculating, at a check node, a temporary vector compo 
nent and corresponding component index for the first 
variable node based on other vector components and 
corresponding indices from one or more other variable 
nodes; 

updating the confidence vector based on the temporary 
vector component and corresponding component index 
and other vector components and corresponding indices; 
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determining, at a variable node, whether the index of the 

primary one of the confidence vector components has 
changed as a result of one or more of the calculating and 
updating steps; and 

if the index has changed, changing the current state of the 
memory cell in accordance with the updated index. 

15. The method of claim 14, wherein the temporary vector 
component is calculated by Summing the other vector com 
ponents. 

16. The method of claim 14, wherein the corresponding 
component index is calculated by Summing the correspond 
ing indices from one or more other variable nodes using 
Galois field addition with a number of elements equal to the 
number of vector components. 

17. The method of claim 14, wherein calculating the tem 
porary vector component comprises selecting as the tempo 
rary vector component a smallest one of the other vector 
components. 

18. The method of claim 14, wherein calculating the tem 
porary vector component comprises selecting as the tempo 
rary vector component a largest one of the other vector com 
ponents. 

19. The method of claim 14, wherein calculating the tem 
porary vector component comprises determining a difference 
between the primary one of the starting vector components 
and a largest one of a group consisting of the primary one of 
the starting vector components and the other vector compo 
nentS. 

20. A system, comprising: 
a plurality of memory cells configured to store a codeword, 

each memory cell configured to store one or more bits of 
a codeword; 

a decoder comprising decoding logic representative of a 
plurality of variable nodes operably connected to a plu 
rality of check nodes in a graph configuration, each 
variable node associated with a corresponding memory 
cell, the decoder configured to: 
receive, at a first variable node, a confidence vector 

comprising a number of vector components equal to a 
number of possible states of a respective memory cell, 
an initial index of a primary one of the vector compo 
nents being representative of a current state of the 
respective memory cell; 

transmit, from the first variable node to a first check 
node, the index of the primary vector component and 
a first value for the primary vector component; 

receive, at the first check node, other vector component 
values and corresponding indices from one or more 
other variable nodes; 

calculate a first return value and corresponding return 
index for the first variable node based on the other 
vector component values and corresponding indices; 

return the first return value and corresponding return 
index to the first variable node: 

update the confidence vector based on the first return 
value and corresponding return index and other return 
values and corresponding other indices received from 
other check nodes; 

determine whether a component at the initial index is a 
primary component; and 

on determining that the component at the initial index is 
not a primary component, change the current state of 
the respective memory cell in accordance with a new 
index of the primary component. 
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